Introduction
The π-calculus [12] was proposed by Milner, Parrow, and Walker about twenty years ago for describing concurrent systems with mobile communication. The π-calculus is equipped with operational semantics defined in terms of Ltss (Labelled Transition Systems). Although a lot of theoretical results have been achieved on this language (see, e.g., [1, chapter 8] for a survey), only a few verification tools have been designed for analysing π-calculus specifications automatically. The two most famous examples are the Mobility Workbench (Mwb) [14] and Jack [5] , which were developed in the 90s.
Our objective is to provide analysis features for π-calculus specifications by reusing the verification technology already available for value-passing process algebras without mobility. Contrary to existing verification tools for the π-calculus, which rely on specific algorithms and intermediate models, such as Hd-automata [5] , our approach is based on a novel translation [9] from the finite control fragment of π-calculus to a standard process algebra called Lotos Nt (Lnt for short) [3] . Lnt is a value-passing process algebra with imperative programming flavour accepted as input by the Cadp verification toolbox [8] . It supports the specification of data structures (constructed types, pattern-matching, recursive functions) and concurrent processes. Lnt has a user-friendly syntax and a formal operational semantics defined in terms of Ltss. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first π-calculus translation having a standard process algebra as target language.
In this work, we go a step further by extending the original polyadic π-calculus with data-handling features. This results in a general-purpose applied π-calculus, which offers a good level of expressiveness for specifying mobile concurrent systems, and therefore for widening its possible application domains. As language for describing data types and functions, a natural choice was Lnt itself: in this way, the data types and functions used in the π-calculus specification can be directly imported into the Lnt code produced by translation. We generalized our previous translation [9] to handle applied π-calculus specifications, and we automated it in the tool Pic2Lnt 2.0. This enables the analysis of applied π-calculus specifications using all verification tools of Cadp, in particular the Evaluator 4.0 on-the-fly model checker [11] , which evaluates temporal properties involving channel names and data values.
Applied Pi-Calculus
We designed our applied π-calculus by extending the original polyadic π-calculus [12] equipped with the early operational semantics defined in [13] . We consider π-calculus specifications satisfying the finite control property [4] , which amounts to forbid recursive agent calls through parallel composition operators. When the set of channels is bounded, this results in finite-state systems that can be analyzed using existing model checking techniques. We extended the original π-calculus with constructs for manipulating data variables and expressions. Agents can be parameterized by data variables in addition to channel names, and the polyadic communication was extended to handle emission/reception of data values. The guard operator was generalized to handle arbitrary Boolean expressions (in addition to the comparison of channel names), and a new operator was added for declaring and initializing data variables. The replication operator was restricted to a bounded version (in order to satisfy the finite control property), which instantiates n parallel copies of an agent, and therefore enables to describe mobile systems containing a finite amount of dynamic control. Data types and functions are specified in Lnt [3] as external modules, which are imported in the applied π-calculus specification. The concrete syntax (which is compatible with Mwb for dataless π-calculus specifications) and semantics of the applied π-calculus are described in [10] .
We present below a code sample to illustrate our applied π-calculus on a load balancing system, which is a networking method to distribute workloads across multiple servers. The specification (Main agent) given below consists of five agents: a client, the load balancer, and three servers. The client corresponds to a possible environment and is used to simulate various scenarios. The load balancer receives new tasks (task) with a private name (com), and then interacts with the three servers to know their current load. To do so, a public channel (e.g., al for the first server) is used for sending the request and receiving the result. The load balancer compares the different loads and forwards the private name originally submitted by the client to the server with the minimum load. A server has three possible behaviours: it can be asked by the load balancer to return its current load; it can receive a request for a new task (reception of a private name from the load balancer and interaction with the client on this private channel to receive the new load); or it can execute part of its work if its total load is greater than zero. We can see with this simple example how data expressions (natural numbers, comparison, addition, etc.) appear as parameters of agents and channels to specify loads and their manipulation. 
Translation to LNT
Most of the π-calculus constructs are translated quite straightforwardly into Lnt because of its high level of expressiveness. Nevertheless, we faced some subtle difficulties in obtaining a translation as succinct as possible while still preserving the Lts semantics, i.e., mapping each transition of a π-calculus agent to a transition of the resulting Lnt process. One of the main problems was to encode the binary, unidirectional, and mobile communication of π-calculus into a specification language enabling multi-way and bidirectional communication on static channels. Since mobile communication cannot be described directly using Lnt static channels, we overcome this issue by exploiting the data types and synchronization features of Lnt. We represent π-calculus channel names as values of a Lnt datatype Chan, which defines all the public and private names appearing in the specification. Then, we model channel mobility between π-calculus agents by communicating Chan values along Lnt channels. Binary unidirectional communications and two-among-n synchronizations, which cannot be directly described in Lnt, are encoded by means of dedicated Lnt channels (one for each π-calculus parallel composition operator), on which the sender and receiver are indicated explicitly using process identifiers and placeholders. Communication on a π-calculus channel is translated in Lnt as a choice on all Lnt channels connecting the current agent to its environment. The translation of the original π-calculus to Lnt is detailed in [9] .
Tool Support and Verification with CADP
The translation from our applied π-calculus to Lnt has been automated by the translator Pic2Lnt 2.0, implemented using the Syntax+Traian compiler construction technology [7] . The tool consists of about 2, 300 lines of Syntax code, 4, 800 lines of Lotos Nt code, and 700 lines of C code 3 . Figure 1 gives an overview of the complete tool chain. Given a specification in applied π-calculus, possibly containing data types and functions described in Lnt libraries, Pic2Lnt translates it into an equivalent Lnt specification, which is accepted as input by the Cadp tools. The resulting Lnt specification is connected by the Lnt.Open tool (via an intermediate translation to Lotos) to the Open/Caesar environment [6] , which gives access to all the on-the-fly verification tools of Cadp. The pic2lnt dyn.tnt file (static code) contains external C functions for generating fresh channel names and process identifiers. As illustrated on Figure 1 , one can use the Evaluator 4.0 on-the-fly model checker to verify temporal properties specified in Mcl [11] , an extension of alternation-free µ-calculus with regular expressions, data-based constructs, and fairness operators. Mcl is suitable for analyzing applied π-calculus specifications, because the properties can involve both the channel names and the data values transmitted. The Lts actions, which carry additional information introduced during the translation to Lnt, are renamed on-the-fly to retrieve the original π-calculus format using a predefined label renaming file.
Going back to the load balancing system specified in Section 2, the Lts of the resulting Lnt specification contains 2, 007 states and 5, 450 transitions. As an example, we can check that this Lts satisfies the Mcl data-based response property below, which states that every time a server has begun an execution, it will eventually exhaust its workload by executing it one unit at a time: The action predicates enclosed between curly braces enable to capture the information present on Lts actions, i.e., the channel names (interpreted as character strings) and the data values transmitted. The box modality matches all sequences that end up, after zero or more steps, with an execute action carrying a channel name ld and a workload load. These values are captured and used later in the parameterized minimal fixed point operator µX, which expresses the inevitable reachability of consecutive execute actions that carry decreasing workloads.
The Pic2Lnt 2.0 translator is currently provided as a Cadp plug-in. The manual page and the executable files for several architectures (Mac computers, Pcs running Linux or Windows, Solaris workstations) are available on-line [10] .
Experimental Evaluation
We applied Pic2Lnt 2.0 on a benchmark of π-calculus specifications, which includes most of the examples provided with Mwb, as well as applied π-calculus examples that we specified ourselves. Our benchmark currently contains 284 files, totalizing about 5, 200 lines of π-calculus, which were translated in about 50, 000 lines of Lnt. This expansion in size, which is negligible given the speed of the Lnt compiler, is caused partly by the complexity of the translation (one new Lnt channel per parallel composition operator) and partly by the verbosity of Lnt w.r.t. the compact algebraic notation of the π-calculus.
The table below shows a few examples from the Mwb distribution. For each example, the table gives the number of agents, the size of the specification before and after translation, and some quantitative information (size, time) about the Lts generated using Pic2Lnt 2.0 and the Cadp exploration tools. Our tool support for the applied π-calculus is already used for teaching purposes at the University of Saarbrücken (Germany). It is also currently used for specifying and verifying self-deployment and other self-management protocols designed in the context of the OpenCloudware 4 project, which aims at building an open software engineering platform for the collaborative development of distributed applications to be deployed on multiple cloud infrastructures. Since the applied π-calculus is convenient for specifying many kinds of mobile systems (e.g., Web services, autonomic applications, cloud computing protocols, software architectures, biological systems, cryptographic protocols, etc.), we believe that our tool support can provide a useful service in a wide range of application areas.
Concluding Remarks
We introduced in this paper an applied π-calculus equipped with data-handling features, and proposed a translation of this language into the Lnt value-passing process algebra. This translation, automated by the Pic2Lnt 2.0 tool, enables the analysis of applied π-calculus specifications using all verification tools of Cadp. As far as we are aware, this results in one of the few operational frameworks for verifying an applied π-calculus. ProVerif [2] is an alternative approach focused on the verification of cryptographic protocols and security properties (secrecy, authentication, etc.). In contrast, our solution is independent of any application domain and provides a larger panel of verification techniques.
